1.0 INTRODUCTION

Class B safety routines are increasingly used in microcontrollers to detect faults in safety-critical applications. The primary method for detecting faults in microcontroller program memory is by using a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) as defined by the IEC 60730 standard.

A CRC can be used to prevent application faults due to corrupted program memory by performing a periodic check to determine if the check value has changed.

This application note will describe how to implement the Software CRC available as part of the Class B Safety Software Library and the hardware CRC used in selected microcontrollers (this document will focus on the PIC16F161X family).

Both methods discussed in this application note satisfy IEC 60730 spec H.2.19.3.2 to test Invariable Memory for all single-bit faults with 99.6% coverage.

For additional information on Class B and full example code for this application note please visit:
www.microchip.com/classb

For additional information on CRC algorithms, please refer to “A Painless Guide on CRC Algorithms” by Ross N. Williams (August 19, 1993).

1.1 Cyclic Redundancy Check

CRC uses a method very similar to polynomial long division to identify a unique check value similar to the remainder in polynomial long division. This is done by choosing a very specific divisor known as the CRC polynomial. CRC polynomials are unique polynomials selected to identify the maximum amount of errors in any given data stream. The CRC polynomial used in this application note is CRC-16-ANSI, as shown in Figure 2. Another popular CRC algorithm is CRC-16-CCITT. This algorithm is primarily used in communication CRCs.

The check value can be used in Class B applications by running an initial CRC then periodically running a CRC to confirm that the check value has not changed.

1.2 CRC Implementation

There are a few common ways to implement a CRC. The most common hardware implementation of a CRC is the Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR). The LFSR for CRC-16-ANSI is shown in Figure 2. This implementation will feed the data stream into the CRC by placing the XOR gates at the appropriate locations, according to the CRC algorithm chosen.

A common software implementation of CRC is by using a table. However, this method uses a large amount of memory and is not efficient to use on low-memory PIC16s. A parallel computation method was chosen to do a Software CRC in the Class B Safety Software Library. This works by selectively using XOR’s on bits determined by different forms of parity.

1.3 CRC Error Detection

The polynomial in a CRC calculation is selectively chosen to find as many bit errors as possible. The common CRC polynomials, including the CRC-16-CCITT and CRC-16-ANSI, are designed to provide the maximum coverage for error detection. These polynomials are designed to identify all single-bit errors, two-bit errors, odd number-bit errors, and burst errors.

The effectiveness of each polynomial for errors other than these is under much debate and is not within the scope of this application note.

1.4 CRC Terms

- Polynomial – This is the divisor for the CRC algorithm. This is the primary distinction between various CRC methods.
- Initial Value – This is the starting value of the CRC calculation. Most CRC algorithms have predefined initial values in order to ensure maximum error detection.
- Augmented Zeros – Zeros are appended to the end of the data sequence for CRC calculation.
- Endianness – Determines the bit order for the data into the CRC calculation; can be either MSb first or LSb first.
- Check Value – This is the final product of the CRC calculation; can also be referred to as checksum or remainder.
1.5 Class B CRC Scope

In this application note, the terms used for CRC are defined as:

- Polynomial = CRC-16-ANSI
- Initial Value = 0xFFFF
- Augmented zeros will be used
- Endianness = MSb first

1.6 Using CRC for Class B in Embedded Applications

A CRC can be an accurate and reliable way of testing the program memory of embedded applications such as those using PIC16F1613.

The basic flow of using CRC (along with the rest of the Class B tests) in a typical application is shown in Figure 1. The CRC calculation code provided along with this application note will be used to calculate the checksum prior to programming the part. The check value will then be programmed into the final two addresses in the program memory. This is how the check value will be verified each time the CRC is calculated.

**FIGURE 1: CLASS B FLOWCHART**

**FIGURE 2: CRC LFSR**

*Note 1:* The last two addresses will be used to store the check value.
2.0 USING THE CRC PERIPHERAL FOR CLASS B

The PIC16F161X family of products has a hardware implementation of a CRC. This section will provide step-by-step instructions on how to use the CRC peripheral in a Class B application, including code samples.

A memory scanner is included in the CRC peripheral in the PIC16F161X. This memory scanner can be used to load the CRC peripheral with data directly from the Flash program memory of the device.

The first step in using the hardware CRC in the PIC16F1613 will be to configure the registers for the CRC and the memory scanner. Further information is located in Section 11.0 of the PIC16F1613 data sheet (DS40001737).

2.1 Configuring the CRC Module

Polynomial of CRC-16:

\[
\text{CRCXORH} = 0b10000000;
\]

\[
\text{CRCXORL} = 0b00000101;
\]

The most significant '1' is assumed and automatically implemented by the module.

Initial Value:

\[
\text{CRCACCH} = 0b11111111;
\]

\[
\text{CRCACCL} = 0b11111111;
\]

Augmented Zeros enabled:

\[
\text{CRCON0bits.ACCM} = 1;
\]

Endianness (shifting MSb first):

\[
\text{CRCON0bits.SHIFTM} = 0;
\]

In order to be kept adaptable, the CRC module was designed to take in a range of different polynomials and data string lengths. Because of this, the module must also be configured for the polynomial length and the data length.

Polynomial Length of 16 bits:

\[
\text{CRCON1bits.PLEN} = 0b1111;
\]

Data Length of 16 bits:

\[
\text{CRCON1bits.DLEN} = 0b1111;
\]

Note: The data length of the program memory in the PIC16F1613 device is actually 14 bits. A length of 16 bits was selected here to allow for verifying the check value against the CRC calculator and the Software CRC. This change appends each program memory word with two zeros to create a 16-bit word. See Example 1 for more information.
2.2 Configuring the Memory Scanner

Because the CRC is a safety-critical task, the memory scanner will be used in Burst mode. This means that all CPU functions will be halted while the CRC is running. At 8 MHz Fosc, this means that the CPU is halted for 4.086 ms to run the CRC on the entire memory panel (2000 program words).

Burst mode:
SCANCON0bits.MODE = 0b01;

If the 4.086 ms is too long, an additional bit can be set for the scanner, which will halt the scanner during an interrupt. This means that Safety Critical interrupts can still be served.

Optional interrupt service:
SCANCON0bits.INTM = 1;

The final step to configuring the memory scanner is setting the start and final addresses. The SCANLDRH:L register pair holds the starting address for the memory scanner. The SCANHADRH:L register pair holds the final address to be scanned. During the scan operation, the SCANLDR register pair is incremented to show the current address being retrieved. In Example 1, the last two memory addresses will be used to store the resulting check value.

First Address:
SCANLDRH = 0x00;
SCANLDRL = 0xFD;

Last Address:
SCANHADRH = 0x07;
SCANHADRl = 0xFB;

EXAMPLE 1: CRC PERIPHERAL CODE

```c
uint16_t HWCRC (uint16_t lastAddress)
{
    uint16_t HWCRCresult;

    CRCACCL = 0xFF; //Seed with 0xFFFF
    CRCACCH = 0xFF;
    CRXXORH = 0x80; //using CRC-16-ANSI 0x8005
    CRXXORL = 0x05;
    CRCCON1bits.DLEN = 15; //using 16 bit data length to match the Software CRC
    //the most-significant 2 bits will be treated as 0.
    CRCCON1bits.PLEN = 15; //using the maximum 17-bit polynomial (-2)
    CRCCON0bits.ACCM = 1; //turn on augmented zeros
    CRCCON0bits.SHIFTM = 0; //MSb-first (normal)
    SCANCON0bits.MODE = 0b01; //turn on "Burst mode" to stop all
    //other execution until CRC complete
    SCANLDRH = 0x00; //set the first address for memory scan
    SCANLDRL = 0x00;
    SCANHADRH = lastAddress >> 8; //set the last address for memory scan
    SCANHADRl = lastAddress;
    SCANCON0bits.EN = 1;
    CRCCON0bits.EN = 1;
    CRCCON0bits.CRCGO = 1; //Turn on the CRC
    SCANCON0bits.SCANGO = 1; //Turn on the scan to begin the CRC
    //This should halt CPU Execution until the Scanner is complete and the final
    //memory location is in the CRC
    while(CRCCON0bits.BUSY);

    HWCRCresult = ((CRCACCH<<8) | CRCACCL);
    return HWCRCresult;
}
```
2.3 Running the CRC

Both the CRC and scanner have now been configured to run the CRC-16-ANSI algorithm in the desired memory region. The CRC and scanner modules can now be enabled.

First set the CRCGO bit to begin the CRC, then set the SCANGO bit. The CPU will halt normal code execution here because the scanner has been set to Burst mode (with the possible exception to interrupts as stated earlier).

The CPU will be shut down for an approximate 4.086 ms. The BUSY bit of CRCCON0 will be cleared by hardware when the CRC operation has finished. When this bit is cleared, the final check value will be located in the CRCACCH:L register pair.

2.4 CRC Peripheral Timing

The timing for the CRC peripheral changes depending on the data width, Fosc, and the number of addresses being scanned.

The CRC takes four instruction cycles per word of program memory tested if using 16-bit data width. For 2046 addresses of Flash memory being tested, the CRC will take 2046 * 4 instruction cycles to finish, plus a few additional instructions for calls and returns.

For this application note, the CRC takes 8211 instruction cycles at 8 MHz making it take just over 4 ms. This timing was determined using the Signal Measurement Timer (SMT) on the device.

For more information about how to obtain the timing for the CRC or any other peripheral using the SMT, please refer to Appendix B: “SMT Timing”.
3.0 CRC CALCULATOR

This application note includes an easy-to-use CRC calculator that supports multiple polynomials and all features of the CRC peripheral. This tool will be used to verify all CRC calculations done by the CRC peripheral and the Class B Library.

3.1 Features

The CRC calculator has all the features of the CRC peripheral. This includes multiple polynomial selections to choose from, option to turn off Augmentation mode, toggle between MSb first and LSb first, and optional data and accumulator widths. The CRC calculator has two data entry methods. The first is to manually enter data into the Data column on the right side. The second is to import a file of line-delimited hex values, like those that can be taken from MPLAB X IDE (explained in Section 3.3 “Using MPLAB® X IDE to fill the table data”).

3.2 Setup for CRC-16-ANSI

To setup the CRC calculator for CRC-16-ANSI, a few options must be changed from the defaults in the calculator. First, select the 0x8005 polynomial using the drop-down polynomial selection box. Then press the F under the accumulator; this will set the initial value to 0xFFFF. Finally, the Data Width must be increased to 16. The rest of the default options can remain unchanged (see Figure 3).

3.3 Using MPLAB® X IDE to fill the table data

The program memory view in MPLAB X IDE can be used to quickly fill the Data table for the CRC calculator. To do this, first open the program memory view in MPLAB X IDE, as shown in Figure 4. Copy the opcodes needed using the copy hot key (windows is CTRL+C), as shown in Figure 5. The opcodes will be copied into the clipboard in a standard-line delimited format that can then be pasted into a standard text file (see Figure 6). Next, save the file and open the CRC calculator and go to file -> import file (see Figure 7). Choose the saved file, and the Data table will be automatically filled with the opcodes from the MPLAB X IDE project.
**FIGURE 4: PROGRAM MEMORY VIEW**

Open Program Memory view

**FIGURE 5: COPY OPCODES FROM PROGRAM MEMORY**

Left click on first Opcode

Hold shift and Left click on last Opcode before saved check value
FIGURE 6: OPCODE LIST

FIGURE 7: IMPORT FILE
3.4 Calculating the Check value

After the data table is filled out with the desired information, the *Accumulate* button will generate the final check value in the accumulator text box. The values dialogue indicates how many total words were calculated using the CRC. The Accum column in the data entry section shows the accumulator value after each word of data is entered into the CRC. This can be quite useful for debugging (see Figure 8).

**FIGURE 8: ACCUMULATE USING CRC CALCULATOR**
4.0 USING THE CLASS B LIBRARY
CRC FUNCTION

This section will describe how to implement the Flash
program memory CRC function from the library.

The Class B Safety Software Library comes with a
software implemented CRC function to test Flash
program memory and EEPROM. The Software CRC is limited to the CRC-16-ANSI
algorithm, unlike the CRC peripheral.

For more information on using the Class B library, see
DS00001799.

4.1 API

To run the CRC test across Flash memory, the following
function must be called:
CLASSB_CRCFlashTest(…);

The function has three arguments: the first address to
be tested, the length of the test, and the seed for the
CRC algorithm.

To match the CRC peripheral, these arguments would
have the following values:
• uint16_t FlashAddress = 0x00
• uint16_t FlashLength = 0x07FC
• uint16_t crcSeed = 0xFFFF

Note: The length here will include the first
address. The test will return the 16-bit
check value. See Example 2 for more
information.

EXAMPLE 2: CRC LIBRARY CODE

uint16_t flashAddress = 0x00;
uint16_t flashLength = 0x07FC;
uint16_t crcSeed = 0xFFFF;
uint16_t CRC-libraryResult;

CRC_libraryResult = CLASSB_CRCFlashTest(myAddress,length,crcSeed);

4.2 Software CRC Timing

The Software CRC takes 216,956 instruction cycles
compared to the 8172 instruction cycles of the CRC
peripherals for the same amount of memory. This
equates to 108.478 ms.
5.0 USING THE CHECK VALUE FOR ERROR CHECKING

Using the CRC calculation application, a reference check value can be programmed into the device. This reference can then be checked periodically against the resulting check value from the CRC peripheral or the Class B Library CRC function. If the two values match, then there has not been a program memory failure with a large degree of certainty. If the two values do not match, it means that there has been a memory corruption and steps should be taken to ensure the safety of the device.

If a reference check value cannot be used because of calibration or other run-time values stored in program memory, the CRC can be run twice (after the memory values have changed) and the two check values can be compared. For this, the previous check value can be stored in Flash program memory using the self-write functionality of the PIC® MCU or in a static RAM location.

Due to the nature of the CRC algorithm, it is not possible to find out where the actual error came into the program memory. Depending on the application, a number of steps can be taken.

- An error flag can be set, halting operation
- The device can be held in Reset
- The device can enter an infinite loop halting all other operation
- An Error signal can be sent to inform the consumer of an error

5.1 Reference Check Value

The reference check value determined using the CRC calculation application (See Section 3.0 “CRC Calculator”) can be stored in program memory directly, at the time of programming using `const` variables.

For example, if the reference check value was determined to be 0x1234, the following could be used to store this value:

```c
const uint16_t CRC_checkValue @ 0x7FE = 0x1234
```

This will put 0x3434 at location 0x7FE and 0x3412 at location 0x7FF. The MSB contains 0x34 because this is the opcode for a `RETLW` instruction. This is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Opcode</th>
<th>DisAssy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2047</td>
<td>7FE</td>
<td>3434</td>
<td><code>RETLW 0x34</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td>7FF</td>
<td>3412</td>
<td><code>RETLW 0x12</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1: CHECK VALUE IN PROGRAM MEMORY**
The reference check value can then be used to compare to a measured check value from the Library or the Peripheral CRC (refer to Example 3 and Example 4).

EXAMPLE 3: COMPARING LIBRARY MeASURED CHECK VALUE

```c
if (CRC_checkValue == CRC_libraryResult)
{
    // do nothing, check value matches
}
else
{
    ErrorMode();
}
```

EXAMPLE 4: COMPARING PERIPHERAL MeASURED CHECK VALUE

```c
if ((CRC_checkValue >> 8) == CRCAccH)
{
    if ((CRC_checkValue & 0x00FF) == CRCAcCL)
    {
        // do nothing, check value matches
    }
    else
    {
        ErrorMode();
    }
}
else
{
    ErrorMode();
}
```
APPENDIX A: WINDOWED WATCHDOG TIMER

The windowed Watchdog Timer is a module added in the PIC16F161X family of products that is better suited for time slot monitoring than a typical watchdog. A windowed Watchdog Timer can detect both too slow and too fast clock speeds. A Reset will occur if the program attempts to clear the timer before the window or without arming the `CLRWDT` instruction. In order to use this feature, precise timing is needed for the processes running. The CRC peripheral is one of the modules that does provide precise timing (see section Section 2.4 “CRC Peripheral Timing”).

The window timing must be adjusted to the tolerance of the reference clock, in this case, the LFINTOSC. The LFINTOSC is specified to have ±15% accuracy over temperature and voltage. This means that the windows must be guardbanded to cover this range of oscillator frequencies.

For example, to test the full memory range of the PIC16F1613 (2 Kwords), the CRC peripheral will take 4 ms in Burst mode at 8 MHz. This means that a window period should be added to the Watchdog Timer that would provide an error if the CRC module ended early, was called incorrectly, or a problem with the program counter occurred. This is done by setting the WDT period to 8 ms with a window of 87.5%. The extended window will provide enough guardband for the tolerance of the LFINTOSC, while still providing additional error coverage.

**FIGURE A-1: WATCHDOG TIMER WINDOW**
APPENDIX B: SMT TIMING

The Signal Measurement Timer (SMT) can be used to obtain exact timings for peripherals or other software events on the PIC16F161X family of devices. The SMT peripheral is particularly useful for slower applications because it is a 24-bit timer instead of the 16-bit timer of Timer 1.

For information on how to set up the SMT for timing operation using the Fosc/4 clock, see Example B-1.

EXAMPLE B-1: SMT INITIALIZATION

```
SMT2CON0 = 0b10100000;  //SMT enabled, rising edges, prescaler 1:1,
                      //counter will halt at PR
SMT2CLKbits.CSEL = 0b001; // Fosc/4
SMTxPR = 0xFFFFFF;
```

Setting the PR register at maximum ensures that the entire 24-bit range of the SMT can be used for timing purposes. If the STP bit (bit 5) is set, the counter will halt at the SMTxPR value. This limits the timing of events to the 24-bit range of the SMT without using overflows.

Once the SMT has been initialized as shown above (see Example B-1), the SMT can be enabled and disabled using the SMTXGO bit of the SMTXCON1 register. To obtain timing information for any event, simply set the SMTXGO bit before the event, then clear the SMTXGO bit immediately after the event. The time will be stored in the SMTXTMRU:H:L registers. The value will be in units of instruction cycles (Fosc/4). This is shown in the CRC sample code in Example B-2.

EXAMPLE B-2: SMT TIMING

```
SMT2CON1bits.SMT2GO = 1; // start SMT timing
//start the Hardware CRC check here.
HW_CRC(LASTCRCADDRESS);
SMT2CON1bits.SMT2GO = 0; // finish SMT timing
```
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Tel: 39-049-7625286

**Netherlands - Drunen**
Tel: 31-416-690399
Fax: 31-416-690340

**Poland - Warsaw**
Tel: 48-22-3325737

**Spain - Madrid**
Tel: 34-91-708-08-90
Fax: 34-91-708-08-91

**Sweden - Stockholm**
Tel: 46-8-5090-4654

**UK - Wokingham**
Tel: 44-118-921-5800
Fax: 44-118-921-5820